(1.1) V(zi)-V(z2) = g-ac-i.n)it.v(zi + z2), for all zu z2 GK.
The above commutation relations are essentially those given by Weyl [17] . In the present form they have been used by von Neumann [16] , for finite systems and by Segal [ll] , for fields. Quantization as defined above is formally implied by the current physical formalism which assigns to each point in space-time an "operator-valued-distribution" and has the advantage of being rigorous.
The symmetries that concern us are those that arise as linear transformations of the wave functions of the classical field. Specifically we consider the multiplicative group of all bounded linear transformations T on K such that if R(-) is a quantization then z-+R(Tz) is also. (See [ll] .) This is the group defined equivalently by: DAVID SHALE [April Definition 1.3. The Symplectic group Sp(K) determined by the single particle structure 2(PT), is the multiplicative group of real bounded linear transformations on K which preserve B(-, ■). When the dimension of H is not finite there are at least continuumly many irreducible unitarily inequivalent quantizations of 2(Pf) [l0]. Consequently for a given irreducible quantization R(-) it is of interest to determine the subgroup of Sp(K) consisting of those P for which there is a unitary transformation
Y(T) such that R(Tz)= Y(T)-R(z)-Y(T)~1
for all z^K.
Using the theory of integration over Hubert space [especially 10, Theorem 3 ] we show (Theorem 4.1 below) that in the case of the Fock-Cook quantization [3] the subgroup is { P: (T*-T)ll2 -I is Hilbert-Schmidt}. We study the resulting projective unitary representation.
The choice of the Fock-Cook quantization is not arbitrary. It appears likely that for the free scalar meson and Maxwell fields the only pure regular state which is Lorentz invariant and such that in the quantization determined by it the energy is positive, is the zero-interaction vacuum state which determines the Fock-Cook quantization (cf.
[l3]). Summary of contents. In §2 we introduce the various classes of groups needed later together with some of their simple properties. §3 is concerned with the action of the general linear group of operators on a real Hubert space M on the normal distribution over M. Both sections are necessary preliminaries to §4 where we treat the main problem. In §5 H is restricted to be of finite dimension. By the well-known theorem of Stone and von Neumann any two irreducible quantizations are unitarily equivalent [16] . Consequently the resulting projective unitary representation of Sp(K) is essentially unique. We show that it determines a double-valued unitary representation of Sp(K). Now quantization here has as its fermion analogue the representation of the Clifford algebra over K by spinors. The analogue of our representation is the spinor representation of the orthogonal group on K due to Brauer and Weyl [2] . In infinitesimal form our result has been obtained by van Hove [15] . In §6 we apply our techniques to prove some theorems about the transformation properties of the states and observables of free boson fields. Acknowledgment. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor I. E. Segal for many helpful suggestions and conversations.
2. Preliminaries on groups of operators. 2.1. We introduce some infinite dimensional analogues of the General Linear Group. Let X be a bounded linear operator on a Hubert space H which may be real or complex and of arbitrary dimension. X is elementary if X = X\®0 when H is decomposed suitably as Hy®Hy, with dim Hy finite. Let {ea} be an arbitrary orthonormal basis for H. Then X is Hilbert-Schmidt if its P2 norm ||X||2= (E<* ||-^"e«||2)1/2 is finite. The Hilbert-Schmidt operators with this norm form a Banach space which will be denoted P2. Similarly the operators of trace class :{-X": \\X\\y = sup(ï/ unitary) E« | (UXea, ea)\ is finite} form a Banach algebra denoted by Li. Both are independent of the choice of basis. Now let GL(H) General Linear Group on H be the multiplicative group of all bounded linear operators on H with bounded inverses. When dim H is not finite we consider as well as GL(H) itself, the subgroups given by: Definition 2.1. For any Hubert space H, the group of Tame Operators GL(H)o, the Li Group GL(H)i, and the L2 Group GL(H)2 are the subgroups of GL(H) whose elements have the form I-\-X where X is elementary, of trace class and Hilbert-Schmidt respectively. For any operator T, let u(T) and | T\ be the isometric and self adjoint parts of the polar decomposition. The Restricted General Linear Group rGL(H) is all operators in GL(H) such that | T\ EGL(H)2.
Let GL(H)i and GL(H)2 have the topologies arising from Li and L2 respectively. GL(H)o, GL(H)i and GL(H)2 axe normal subgroups of GL(H) and each is dense in the next. Applications will be mainly with rGL(H). We include GL(H)2 as a natural subgroup of rGL(H). GL(H)o is the most conservative extension from the finite dimensional classical group. The determinant in the finite case extends at once to a multiplicative function A(-) on GL(H)o. Our inclusion of GL(H)i is explained by: Proof, (a) Since GL(H)0 is dense in GL(H)X we need only show that A(-) is continuous when GL(H)o is topologised as a subset of GL(H)i. Since GL(H)o is a topological group in this topology it is enough to prove continuity at I. If H has finite dimension, then on a suitable neighbourhood N of /, A(T) = exp(tr(log(T))) where tr(-) is the trace and log(-) is defined by the usual power series. The same remark holds for GL(H)0 in the general case. Continuity follows since log(-) is continuous from N to Li and tr(-) is continuous on Li.
(b) Let A(e)={TGGZ(iî)2:||r-/||2<e, e>0) be an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of I. Let {en} be an orthonormal sequence in H and {an} a sequence of numbers such that JZnO,n< » and JZn an diverges. Let Am be such that Amen = anen all n<m, and Amf=0 for all/-L{em: m<n}. It may be seen that es.p(iAm)S U(H)2H\N(e), m=l, ■ ■ • , oo, that the exp(î^4m) are tame and converge to exp(iAx) in GL(H)2 and that |A(exp(j^4m))} diverges.
Our discussion of rGL(H) will be for H real. The two most important subgroups are the group of orthogonal operators 0(H) and GL(H)2. Polar decomposition gives the unique decomposition rGL(H) = 0(H)XGL(H)2, where + indicates the subset of positive selfadjoint operators. Under the weak operator topology which coincides here with the strong operator topology 0(H) is a topological group. It seems appropriate therefore to give 0(H) this topology, topologise GP(Pf)¿" as a subset of GL(H) 2 • | Ti| |, and using the Sublemma we may establish continuity of multiplication in rGL(H). Details are omitted. 2.2. Let H be complex. We now consider the corresponding classes of symplectic groups over 2(if).
Each Symplectic group is topologised as a subspace of the corresponding general linear group.
It may be seen that the group of operators which are orthogonal and symplectic is U(H). Let A be the orthogonal operator on K defined by Az = iz. with Un->I in U(H) and TJ-*T in Sp(K)t.
Proof. Since K must be separable P (resp. P") has an eigensystem {X,-, c<} (resp. {Xi,", e,,"}) where i ranges over the nonzero integers. It may be supposed that X_i = X~I and Ae_i = e, (resp. X_,,n = Xi7"1 and Ae_,-," = e,,n) and further that £<,"->«< and X«,»-»A* for all i. (Cf. [15, p. 58] ). We have A-Un = Pn-A and hence P"GP(P). Also Un-^I in U(H). Let P"' = Uñ1-Tn-Un. The lemma follows readily. 
1.1] that X(T,)-+X(T) in LV(M, n)
. The inequality |a-6|2^ |a2-ô2|, for positive a and b, now implies that (X(Te))ll%-*(X(T)yi2 in L2(M, n). Since the functions are on a probability measure space, convergence is in L2(M, n) also. Using a formula given above for X(T) when T is in GL(M)i , f(X(Te))ll2dn may be evaluated as üae« (2X"/A2( + 1)1/2. The lemma follows. Proof. Since X(P)1'2 = U(P)70, by the theorem, T->X(Ty2 is continuous to L2(M, n). Also fX(T)dn = 1. If/" is a sequence of non-negative functions on a probability measure space, each with expectation 1, and f¿2->/1/2 in mean, it may be seen that/"-*f in L\. The corollary follows. We establish this by showing that F(-) is weakly continuous.
Proof of Theorem. Since Y(T) =Y(u(T)) ■ Y(\ T\ ) and r(-) is weakly con-
tinuous it is sufficient to establish the weak continuity of F(-) on Sp(K)2. Let Tn-*T in Sp(K)£. By Lemma 2.3 there is no loss in supposing that T decomposes as S-1 ©S on M® M. Since T -I and P" -7 are Hilbert-Schmidt there is a separable subspace K' of K such that T and each P" are reduced by K' and are 7 on K'L. K' may be supposed to be determined by a complex subspace 77' of 77. On decomposing 77 as H'®H'L, and K as K'®K'^, M be- by h(Pa, Qa). The difficulty is that h(Pa, Qa) may be nowhere defined. One cause is that h(Pa, Qa) differs from a selfadjoint operator by a physically irrelevant "infinite constant."
An alternative method of quantization equivalent to the above for systems with finitely many degrees of freedom is to find the 1-parameter subgroup d(t) of Sp(K), (provided it exists) which is determined by the classical equations of motion and Hamiltonian h(pa, qa may be said to be due to an "infinite constant" if E« a« converges, it seems in the general case that there is no way to obtain a selfadjoint operator in L2(M, n). 4.2. A tame function f(x) on M is even (resp. odd) if /(-x) = f(x) (resp. f(x) = -f(x)). Let P+ (resp. L~) be the closure in L2(M, n) of the linear manifold of even (resp. odd) tame functions. L2(M, n)=L+®L~. 
that Y(T)=Y(U)~1-Y(T')-Y(U). It follows that i(T)=d(V).
Again F(-) may be seen to be multiplicative on G (cf. Theorem 3.1). Hence it is sufficient to consider there 1-parameter groups T,(t) where ¡j(-) must have the form HT_i(t)) =exp(ißit) with ßi real. But Á.
-Ti(t)-A-1"Ti(-t). Hence if M=A, A-Ti(t)-A-l=Ti(-t).
Therefore exp(ißjt) =exp(-ißit) for all t. Therefore j3,-= 0. We have shown that Z(T) = b(pT)"Y(pT). Let Ky be the subspace of K generated by ei and A_1ei. On embedding Sp(Ky) in Sp(K) in the natural way, and using the uniqueness of Z(-), it may be seen that a does not depend on the dimension of 77.
We obtain a by analysing the case dim 77= 1. Let e be a unit vector in and Vtit) = Fo(7r/4) • Fi(¿) • F0(-¡r/4). We note also that V0(t) =exp(it) on H.
We identify L2(M, n) with L2(R), (P = real numbers with Lebesgue measure) by the unitary map f((xe, e))-^(27rc)_1/4/(x)exp( -x2/4c). closed) linear manifold generated by iA" for all w. We show that L° is a linear manifold of well behaved vectors. Let L0+ (resp. L°~) be the submanifold generated by the \f/" for w even(resp. w odd). A compact form g,; of the Lie algebra g has basis X0, iXu iX2. Hence g^gc= {A0}. Therefore 77(77) is the pseudo-compact subgroup of Sp(K). The irreducible subspaces of Z(-) restricted to U(H) are the 1-dimensional subspaces generated by the \¡/n. Since Sp(K) is semisimple and by Theorem 4.3 Z(-) is irreducible on L+ and L~, it follows from [5, Theorem 6] , that 70+ and L0-(and hence 7°) are linear manifolds of well behaved vectors. For AGfl, let dZ(X) be the infinitesimal generator of Z(exp(iA)). Again by [5, Part II], dZ(-), restricted to the manifold of well behaved vectors, is a representation of g. We obtain a by computing dZ(-) explicitly on 7°. Let Yi be the infinitesimal generator of the 1-parameter unitary group Y(Vi(t)), for i = 0, 1, 2. Then dZ(X0) = Y0+iaI, dZ(Xi) = Fx and dZ(A2) = F2. We have Proof. Let T=I+X, T' = I+X', u(T-T) =7+F and |P-P'|=7+Z.
Notice that X, X' and Z are selfadjoint operators and that X, X', Y and Z are Hilbert-Schmidt. Denote (C+C*)/2 and i(C*-C)/2 by real(Q and Im(C) respectively. We have Im(P-P') =i(X'-X-X-X')/2 and lm(u(T-T')
which is of ->y(A,B).
6. Symplectic transformations of field observables and states. 6.1. We apply the foregoing, (especially Theorem 4.1) to answer some mathematical questions in the theory of free boson fields as formulated in [ll] and [12] . We begin by giving some relevant definitions and results. It is assumed that dim 77 is infinite.
Let R(-) be a quantization of the single particle structure 2(77). For any subspace 77' of 77, let SLy-be the weakly closed ring generated by {exp(¿P(z)): zG77'}. Let 2lo = U2l#', the union being taken over all 77' with dim 77' finite. The algebra of field observables SI is the uniform closure of 3I0.
The elements of 2lo are called tame field observables. If XE^-H' with dim 77' finite then X is said to be based on 77'. When dim 77 is infinite there are continuumly many unitarily inequivalent irreducible quantizations. However as an abstract C*-algebra, 21 is independent of the particular quantization used in its definition [ll, Theorem l].
A (mathematical) state E of the field is a positive linear functional on 31 such that P(7) = 1. E is pure if it is not a nontrivial convex combination of distinct states. E is regular if for A, PG2I, E(A*-exp(iR(z)) -B) is continuous on each finite dimensional subspace of 77. Our concern is with pure regular states. As is well known any pure state determines an irreducible representation of 21. If E is also regular it determines an irreducible quantization.
Conversely let R(-) be an irreducible quantization on §. If xG«f) the state E: E(X) = (Ax, x) is pure regular and R(-) is the quantization it determines.
This suggests, [cf.
[12]) Definition 6.1. Two pure regular states E, F axe relatively normalizable ; E~F; if there is an irreducible quantization R(-) on ¡Q and x, yG£> such that E(X) = (Ax, x) and F(X) = (Ay, y) for all AG2I.
Clearly • ~ • is an equivalence relation and the equivalence classes are in 1-1 correspondence with the classes of irreducible quantizations under unitary equivalence. Now let E, F be determined by vectors x, yG€>, where R(-) is an irreducible quantization on §, then by a theorem of Kadison [6] , there is an Aen, such that Ax = y. Then F(X) = (Xy, y) = (X-Ax, Ax)=E(A*-X-A).
Consequently
E and F are relatively normalizable if and only if F(X) = E(A*-X-A) for all X and some fixed A G21. It seems plausible that only states normalizable with regard to the physical vacuum state can correspond to actual "physically realizable" states of the field. If TESp(K), then 9(T) is the unique *-automorphism of such that 9(T)exp(iR(z)) =exp(iR(Tz)) for all zG77. Any *-automorphism 9 of 21 determines an automorphism 9* of the states defined by 9*E(X) =E(6~1X).
Both 9(-) and 9*(-) axe multiplicative. Clearly for T<ESp(K),9*(T) leaves the set of pure regular states invariant. 
if T-i-T(\)-TErSp(K). Suppose T->-T(X)-TErSp(K). Then T*-T(X)
.7-*-i.r-i.r(X).rGS^(P)2+. Let A = (T-T*)-\ Then since Sp(K)2 is a normal subgroup of Sp(K), we have ^4_1-P(X) -A • TÇk)ESp(K)2. Therefore C=P(X)_1-^4-A -P(X) is Hilbert-Schmidt. Let P be the projection on K = M®M such that P(xffiy)=0©y. Then C-P = (\-1-\)P-A-P and, if \.?¿1, P-A-P are Hilbert-Schmidt. But A is self ad joint and strictly positive since A~l is bounded. Further, the range of P has infinite dimension. Hence 6.3. In view of the foregoing it becomes natural to enquire for which TESp(K) the field automorphisms 9(T) axe inducible by a unitary operator in every irreducible quantization.
The following two theorems give partial answers. Then S(t)EU(H) and S(2t) = T'S(t)~1-T'-S(t)EG. But (S(2t)~1-S(2t))z = 2 sin 2t-y® -2 sin 2/-x which is not Hilbert-Schmidt unless sin 2t = 0. Contradiction. This proves the theorem.
A ""-automorphism 9 of 2t is inner if there is a FG2I such that 9X= Y-X-F-1 for all AG21. Then 9X = (9X*)*= F*-1-A-F*. It follows that Y*-Y is in the center of 21. It may be assumed without loss that F* ■ F= 7. Consequently
